This paper examines the implementation of projection pursuit regression (PPR) in the context of machine learning and neural networks. We propose a parametric PPR with direct training which achieves improved training speed and accuracy when compared with nonparametric PPR. Analysis and simulations are done for heuristics to choose good initial projection directions. A comparison of a projection pursuit learning network with a one hidden layer sigmoidal neural network shows why grouping hidden units in a projection pursuit learning network is useful. Learning robot arm inverse dynamics is used as an example problem.
Introduction
Projection pursuit is a nonparametric statistical technique to nd interesting low dimensional projections of high dimensional data sets. It has been used for nonparametric curve tting, smoothing, and other data analytic purposes. A projection pursuit learning network (PPLN) is based on projection pursuit regression (PPR) 9] and possesses a structure very similar to a one hidden layer sigmoidal neural network ( Figure 1) . A one hidden layer sigmoidal feedforward neural network approximates a function of a vector x using the structure:
f(x) = n X j=1 a j (p j T j x + j ) (1) where is a sigmoidal function: (x) = 1 1 + e ?x j are direction parameters with k j k = 1, and a j , p j and j are function parameters.
A projection pursuit learning network (or ridge function approximation network) approximates a function using the structure where j holds the same meaning as given previously. The corresponding function parameters are implicit in the ridge functions g j , which are any arbitrary smooth function to be learned from the data. Since the sigmoidal functions are replaced by more general functions g j , projection pursuit learning networks can be viewed as a generalization of one hidden layer sigmoidal feedforward neural networks. Projection pursuit has become one of the most exciting multivariate data analysis methods in statistics because it has the potential to reduce di culties due to the \curse of dimensionality" in nonparametric statistics by working in low{dimensional linear projections. The original projection pursuit approach was called exploratory projection pursuit and looked for \interesting" low{dimensional projections of higher dimensional data by numerically maximizing a projection index. Projection pursuit techniques were originally proposed by Kruskal 27 ] 28] and related ideas go back to Switzer 40] and Switzer and Wright 39] . Friedman and Tukey 10] implemented an early version of projection pursuit. Friedman and Stuetzle extended the ideas behind exploratory projection pursuit and proposed projection pursuit regression 9], projection pursuit classi cation 14] and projection pursuit density estimation 11]. Friedman 12, 13] implemented the supersmoother and back tting algorithms to actually perform projection pursuit regression e ectively. A review and discussion of projection pursuit was given by Huber 16] . Projection pursuit regression was explored theoretically by Diaconis and Shahshahani 6] . They studied necessary and su cient conditions for functions to be exactly represented as a linear combination of nonlinear ridge functions. Donoho and Johnstone 7] demonstrated the duality between projection pursuit regression and kernel regression in two dimensions. Projection pursuit regression behaves well for functions with enough angular smoothness (oscillating slowly with angle), while kernel regression behaves well for functions with enough Laplacian smoothness (oscillations averaging out locally). Hall 15] showed explicit formulae for bias and variance of the rst projective approximation estimator. Chen 3] showed that under appropriate conditions the rate of convergence of projection pursuit regression is independent of dimensionality d.
Projection pursuit was rst introduced in the context of learning networks by Barron and Barron 1] . Intrator 23, 24, 25, 26] The goal of this paper is to investigate implementation issues of projection pursuit regression. The paper will apply projection pursuit learning networks to learn the inverse dynamics of robot arms. Robot arm inverse dynamics provides useful test functions, in that the dynamics are complex and we know the true functions in the idealized case. Noise-free data is generated from an idealized model of the dynamics. There are very few convincing examples that PPR works in higher dimensional spaces (d > 2). We use the robot arm example to explore the performance of PPR in a high dimensional space. In our two joint robot example there are six inputs (position, velocity, and acceleration for each joint), so it is a six dimensional input space.
Section 2 reviews a traditional training algorithm for a PPLN, our implementation of it, and its application to the robot arm problem. Section 3 proposes a new parametric representation of PPLN and a direct method to train a PPLN. This method can replace traditional PPR to achieve improved training speed and accuracy. Section 4 discusses several heuristics to choose good initial projection directions. Section 5 compares a PPLN with a sigmoidal neural network to show why grouping hidden units in a PPLN is useful.
Learning 2-Joint Arm Inverse Dynamics with a PPLN
Instead of backpropagation as used in training a neural network, back tting 9] is used to train a projection pursuit learning network. It learns both directions j and node functions g j with an iterative search procedure from the data points (x i ; f(x i )). Back tting \trains" the hidden units of a PPLN one at a time, rather than all at once as in backpropagation. The algorithm can be described as follows (Figure 2 ). Let r j (x i ) = y i ? P n l=1;l6 =j g l ( l x i ). Find a one-dimensional function g j ( j x i ) which \best" ts r j (x i ) given a particular projection direction j .
(b) Optimize j with xed g j :
3. Go to 2 until convergence (c stops decreasing). Figure 2 : A schematic diagram of back tting. It learns node functions and direction parameters alternatively and from node to node. It ts the projection of the input data onto a particular direction by a one dimensional smoother.
Smoothers and optimization methods are built-in blocks of the algorithm. Smoothers can be kernel smoothers, spline smoothers, or a supersmoother 9]. Optimization can be done by Levenberg-Marquardt, conjugate gradient or other optimization procedures.
We are interested in training robot arms to follow trajectories. For example, a robot arm should be able to generate a correct torque ( ) command when receiving a given position ( ), velocity ( _ ) and acceleration ( ) command. = f( ; _ ; ) (3) Figure 3 shows an idealized two joint arm with 2 degrees of freedom. v u u t
(4) Table 1 shows the results of conjugate gradient, global-local random search 17] and LevenbergMarquardt optimization methods in the projection pursuit context. Figure 4 shows the learned node functions g j ; j = 1; :::; n, where n = 5 for 1 and n = 4 for 2 . For these we used a Levenberg-Marquardt optimization with a cubic spline smoother 41, 42] . Other methods give comparable results. Table 2 and 3 show the directions learned by back tting for 1 and 2 . Projection pursuit learning can learn the dynamics functions reasonably well. The model can also detect irrelevant variables. In the rst example 1 is irrelevant for predicting 1 and 2 , and _ 2 is irrelevant for predicting 2 . This is re ected in the directions learned by the model where the corresponding direction components are almost equal to zero (see Table 2 and 3). It is surprising that the random search optimization procedure can give good results for this problem.
Some qualitative criteria are used here for manually selecting the number of hidden units. We assume the underlying function is smooth and a dimension reduction might be done to the original variables, therefore the number of hidden units is less than the number of dimensions of the original variables. If very few data points are provided in high dimensions, the model is selected to be as simple as possible in order to generalize well. We manually experimented with di erent numbers of hidden units and chose the network architecture with the best performance. The number of hidden units might be obtained automatically from cross-validation. The choice of smoothing parameters in the back tting algorithm is critical. Crossvalidation in a supersmoother 12] did not work very well for us. A supersmoother is basically a running line smoother with simpli ed cross-validation operations to avoid over tting or under tting. It is used in our simulations for comparison with a cubic spline smoother. There are two versions of supersmoother, one uses manual bandwidth selection (MBS) and the other uses automatic bandwidth selection (ABS). Columns 1 and 2 in Table 4 show the results of learning the two joint arm dynamics example by using a supersmoother. The performance of a supersmoother is worse than a cubic spline smoother (column 3, Table 4 ), but the supersmoother is computationally cheaper than a cubic spline smoother. It is surprising that automatic bandwidth selection by cross-validation leads to worse performance.
A heuristic for choosing a good smoothing parameter is to use a large smoothing parameter at rst and reduce it gradually during back tting. The smoothing parameter is proportional to the noise-to-signal ratio of a one dimensional scatterplot. In the initial stage of back tting, the noise-to-signal ratios of the one dimensional scatterplots are large since the structure of the data has not emerged yet. As the back tting goes on, the noise-to-signal ratio gets smaller and converges to zero (noise-free data) or a small number (noisy data). is a good empirical formula for choosing the right smoothness during back tting and we initialize using 0 = 1:0. The shrinking term p 1 ? training error 2 avoids over tting in the nal back tting stages. Column 4 of Table 4 shows the result from selecting the supersmoother span using this heuristic, where converges to 0.039 and is consistent with the result from manual selection.
A cubic spline smoother is unbiased only when the underlying function is linear. Therefore we hoped a higher order spline smoother would reduce bias when the function was curved. The result when we trained with a quintic spline smoother (training error 0.037 and test error 0.045) are no better than the result for a cubic spline smoother. Higher order spline smoothers are less stable than lower order spline smoothers. We conclude that increasing the order of splines does not improve the performance of PPR on this example.
Parametric PPR
As pointed out before, smoothers and optimizers are two important blocks in the traditional projection pursuit regression. They directly a ect the speed and end result of the learning process. The choice of smoothing parameter in a smoother is a delicate part of the process. Besides the complications of choosing a good smoothing parameter, there is an intrinsic problem in the back tting algorithm of PPR. For example, when a cubic spline smoother is used, back tting theoretically should converge to the solution:
where is the smoothing parameter and p = 2. It can be shown that solving (6) Even if an optimal is provided, the estimated function is still biased for noise-free data. In our two joint arm dynamics example, the data is noise-free but the back tting training is very slow and the test error never achieves less than 0.02. This is also true for other smoothers when corresponding smoothing parameters are used. Consequently, we conclude that the back tting algorithm either converges very slowly or has a large bias even when noise-free data is provided. We propose a direct method to replace back tting for solving this problem. First, we observe that if the nonlinear directions 1 ; :::; n are xed, the node functions (f j ; j = 1; :::; n, which are g j evaluated at the data points) can be found directly instead of using back tting. Suppose a cubic spline smoother and two directions are used. The smoother in direction j is S j ; j = 1; 2, and the equation for back tting is In general, when n directions are used, the equation for back tting is 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 I S 1 S 1 ::: S 1 S 2 I S 2 ::: S 2 : : : : : : : : : : S n S n S n ::: I 
Di erent weight functions G(s; t) correspond to di erent smoothers. t 1 ; :::; t N are projections of data points x 1 ; :::; x N in this direction. Since the smoother is only working on a one dimensional scatterplot, it is not necessary to project all the d-dimensional data to one direction in order to obtain the structure in this direction. It is also possible to use a small number of parameters to parameterize the function in each direction. An approximation of (13) can be achieved withĝ
where P N. Then t i ; i = 1; :::; P can be partial data projections. Furthermore, since all data projections are approximately in the range (?1; 1) (scaling each dimension x i ; i = 1; :::; d to (?1; 1)), using equispaced knots t i ; i = 1; :::; P in (?1; 1) simpli es the procedure of choosing partial data to be projected in each direction. Therefore we propose the following parametric representation for projection pursuit regression:
where j ; j = 1; :::; n are direction parameters, t i ; i = 1; :::; P are xed equispaced knots for all directions, and G(s; t) are one dimensional weight functions which usually take a symmetric form G(s; t) = G(js ? tj).
The ideal weight function has been proved 38] to have a shape which is very close to the weight function of a cubic spline smoother. Suppose t i has local density f(t), the weight function G(s; t) of a cubic spline has an asymptotic form 38] when N is large:
where the kernel function is given by A graph of is given in Figure 5 . Figure 6 shows used as a hidden unit in a projection pursuit network, compared to using a sigmoid as a hidden unit in a neural network. In general, the data are not convolved with a xed width kernel function, but the scaling parameter h varies across the sample. This can be done in (15) by eliminating the condition k j k = 1; j = 1; :::; n. Notice that the dependence of the local bandwidth on the density f is only a low negative power of f.
The parametric representation (15) has nP linear parameters c ij and nd nonlinear direction parameters j . It is actually a hidden layer neural network with node function shaped as Figure 5 .
grouped nodes in n directions. xed location parameters t i ; i = 1; :::; P.
It has the following properties:
When n < d, a dimensionality reduction is done to the original variables. This is the original idea behind projection pursuit.
It can be trained directly like a sigmoidal neural network. Now we show how to train the representation (15) e ciently. We continue to use the problem of predicting two joint arm dynamics as an example. The number of directions will be n = 5 for torque 1 and n = 4 for torque 2. Take P = 8 for each direction.
First we tried a search procedure that alternated between linear and nonlinear parameters. Because it is essentially a back tting strategy, it does not work very well. A direct search of all parameters can do better if a good initial guess of the parameters is provided.
We propose a direct algorithm to train (15) Algorithm 1:
1. Treat linear and nonlinear parameters as one set of parameters and optimize them simultaneously by a nonlinear least squares method (nl2sol 2. Do a linear least squares t for c ij with j xed from Step 1.
3 nl2sol is an adaptive nonlinear least squares algorithm which maintains a secant approximation to the second order part of the least squares Hessian and adaptively decides when to use this approximation. Simulations show that this algorithm works very well. Every execution of Step 2 not only obtains better c ij but also changes the initial guess for the local search Step 1 if it is stuck. Figure 7 shows the combined test errors for two torques using this algorithm with random initial direction parameters. By using the nal nonlinear directions obtained from back tting as initial nonlinear direction parameters in the direct training, the nal combined test error for both torques is 0.000638 after 5 iterations. We achieve much better accuracy by training a parametric representation of projection pursuit with a direct search than the nonparametric PPR with back tting.
How to Choose Good Directions
In this section we propose some heuristics on how to choose good initial directions based on measurements of the derivatives of a function. Duan and Li 8] and Li 29, 30] proposed \sliced inverse regression" and \principal Hessian directions" to estimate projection directions in projection pursuit regression. The Hessian approach used by Li is similar to what is described here.
Theoretically . is a diagonal matrix. If is a diagonal matrix, given A and C we can solve 1 2 exactly, and we can recover the directions exactly. Table 5 and 6 show the directions obtained from Algorithm 2 for torque 1 and torque 2 (taking the derivatives symbolically from the known functions, rather than numerically from the data). Here we did a dimensionality reduction and only 5 directions for torque 1 and 4 for torque 2 are obtained. is a nonsingular matrix, might be singular but multiplication by a nonsingular matrix will preserve its rank. rank( ) = rank(A) = rank(S). Therefore rank( 2 has only n nonzero columns which corresponds to n nonzero directions. We can do a dimensionality reduction at Step 4 by throwing away the columns which have small norms and then normalizing other columns to acquire n < d directions (pseudo inverse replaces inverse in the algorithm). We see here that the number of e ective ridge functions is given by the rank of A, even though the best directions might not be the eigenvectors corresponding to the nonzero eigenvalues of A. Samarov 37] suggests that if directions 1 ; :::; d are orthogonal, they can be obtained from the eigenvectors corresponding to the nonzero eigenvalues of matrix C. These directions are shown in Table 7 and 8. Test errors by using these directions are 0.625435 (torque 1) and 0.757435 (torque 2) which are worse than those obtained by using directions obtained from Algorithm 2. In our approach~ = 1 2 is an orthogonal matrix with respect to the metric A ?1 . Since A = P The analysis shows that directions are related to a function's derivatives. Practically, since estimation of derivatives of an underlying function is more di cult than estimating the function itself, this method is di cult to implement. We notice that back tting can be used to choose good initial directions when d < 10. Since back tting searches one direction at a time, it may overcome the di culty of searching a large unknown parameter space and becoming trapped in a local minima. Since the complexity of the smoothers in the algorithm essentially determines the speed and accuracy of the whole algorithm, we can use a simple smoother in back tting to obtain approximate estimates of good directions. Then the direct method can be used to achieve much better accuracy. 5 Comparison of a PPLN with a Hidden Layer Sigmoidal Neural Network
As described previously, a parametric projection pursuit learning network has a structure similar to a one hidden layer sigmoidal neural network. The projection pursuit architecture corresponds to grouping hidden units of a traditional one hidden layer sigmoidal neural network into a small number of distinct directions. Why is this grouping important? Let's rst analyze a traditional one hidden layer sigmoidal neural network. It has been proposed for classi cation networks that the special function of the rst layer of a traditional one hidden layer sigmoidal neural network is to partition the input space into cells. The other layer groups these cells together to form decision regions 32]. For example, a 4-node hidden layer network (p=4) speci es three planes which divide a two-dimensional input space (d=2) into 11 cells, as shown in Figure 8(a) . The accuracy or resolution of the decision regions is completely speci ed by the size and density of the cells which is determined by the number and placement of the rst-layer hyperplanes in the input space. (29) What about a parametric projection pursuit learning network? Suppose p hyperplanes are grouped into n directions. This corresponds to having n sets of parallel hyperplanes in the input space. Assume there are s parallel hyperplanes in each direction which are distributed evenly in that direction. We have (see Figure 8 Since the number of cells partitioned by hyperplanes determines the training errors and the complexity of the network determines the test errors, a parametric projection pursuit learning network achieves the same training accuracy with fewer parameters as a one hidden layer sigmoidal neural network. Therefore, it is easily trained (especially by a second-order method) and has better generalization properties than a one hidden layer sigmoidal neural network.
The test error for learning torque 2 for a two joint arm with a one hidden-layer sigmoidal neural network of 32 sigmoidal hidden units is 0.043. The test error is 0.0087 when a projection pursuit learning network with the same number of sigmoids but grouped into 4 directions is used. The number of parameters in the sigmoidal net and in the projection pursuit net is 224 and 56 respectively. Since the projection pursuit net has fewer parameters, it is easier to train and has better generalization over the test set.
It is interesting to note that the idea of counting the number of cells formed by p hyperplanes in the d-dimensional input space can explain why a PPLN as well as a sigmoidal neural network is a compact representation compared with other learning networks. Since p C 
Conclusion
A projection pursuit learning network can learn simple arm dynamics reasonably well. A parametric projection pursuit regression with a direct training method can replace the nonparametric projection pursuit regression to achieve better accuracy and training speed. Parametric projection pursuit has the advantage of achieving better accuracy with fewer parameters than a one hidden layer sigmoidal neural network. Good direction parameters are related to derivatives of underlying functions and can be obtained from back tting. 
